This paper presents a new parallel processing scheme called DYNAMIC-JOIN for OPS5-1ike production systems along with associated parallel algorithms, a parallel architecture and simulation results from a number of production systems. The main motivation behind DYNAMIC-JOIN is to reduce the variations in the processing time requirements and improve limited production level parallelism. For this, the model employs some redundancy that allows the processing of a production to be divided into units of small granularity each of which can be processed in parallel. As a consequence in addition to production level parallelism where a set of relevant productions are processed in parallel, a second level of parallelism can be exploited.
w Introduction
This paper presents a new parallel processing method called DYNAMIC-JOIN, associated parallel algorithms and a parallel architecture along with simulation results, for OPS5-1ike production systems. The main motivation behind DYNAMIC-JOIN is to reduce the variations in the processing time requirements and hence improve limited production level parallelism. For this, the model employs some redundancy that allows the processing of a production to be divided into units of small granularity each of which can be processed in parallel. As a consequence, in addition to production level parallelism where a set of relevant productions are processed in parallel, a second level of parallelism can be exploited.
After an overview of parallelism in production systems, the paper first presents a detailed description of the DYNAMIC-JOIN data and processing model. Subsequently, the paper presents a parallel processor architecture for implementing implement DYNAMIC-JOIN. Results on the run-time behavior of the algorithm and the performance of the parallel processor obtained from a number of large production systems like R1, XSEL are presented.
Forgy ~) has observed that production system interpreters typically spend more than 90% of their time in the match phase and hence any significant speed-up in the execution of production systems will result from exploiting and improving any parallelism in the match process.* Match essentially involves finding which of the productions in the production memory are satisfied with the WMEs in the working memory. Forgy 3) has noted the slow rate of change of the working memory and has suggested that saving match state across cycles saves a considerable amount of computation. Thus match becomes an incremental computation where only the changes to working memory are matched to the productions and to any state associated with productions accumulated during previous match cycles.
The state of a production is that portion of the current working memory that is relevant to the condition elements of that production, and some other auxiliary information regarding how the working memory elements are joined together to form partial or complete instantiations. Figure 1 presents a simple view of the computation model that is employed in an interpreter that keeps a state associated with each production. With this model, the match process has However very recent progress in building special optimized (uniprocessor) compilers has been effective and has reduced this number down to around 50% ~~ and this indicates that improvement efforts should start considering other phases of production system execution.
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K. Ofla~r two phases: (1) Selection where productions whose states will be affected as a result of the action are determined.* (2) Production State Update where states of the productions that are selected by the selection are updated. If any of the productions are fully satisfied, they are inserted into the conflict set for conflict resolution.
Parallelism in Production Systems
Superficially, production systems appear to manifest a very high degree of parallelism. Productions, being independent of each other, can all be processed in parallel in response to change to the working memory. However, it is likely that as a result of a working memory action, only a small number of productions will be affected. One can intuitively speculate on this by noting that most production systems are composed of a large number of small modules, each of which work on some aspect of the problem. The productions in one module are designed to influence productions either in the same module or in other modules with which that module interacts. Hence when a production's action modifies the working memory by inserting or deleting a working memory element (WME), only a few out of the large number of productions need to be processed. It is this small subset of the productions that needs to be processed in order to the determine the contents of the conflict set, instead of the complete set of productions.
Exploiting production level parallelism involves processing the productions that are affected by a change to the working memory in parallel. Gupta's measurements 4~ and our analyses indicate that for most of the production systems, on the average 20 to 30 productions need to be processed as a result of a change to the working memory although there are exceptions to this. However, the amount of work involved in processing each production may vary considerably. This reduces the parallelism at the production level since the time a match cycle takes is determined by the production which takes the longest time to be processed. So if one had a large number of processors-one to a production at the extreme-most of them would be idle either having no work to do, or waiting for some other processor to finish.
Gupta has investigated other levels of parallelism that can be extracted from the uniprocessor OPS5 RETE interpreter and has incorporated these sources of parallelism into an interpreter for shared memory multiprocessor systemsJ '6's~ Further lower level parallelism at a finer level of granularity is also potentially available. For example, Stolfo 14'16) presents a massively parallel machine, DADO, for parallel processing of production systems. Miranker 8'9) has devised a match algorithm for DADO which is dynamic variant of RETE. Similarly Hillyer and Shaw 7) present a scheme for using a massively parallel machine NON-VON to employ associative processing for exploiting lower level 9 A production is affected by a working memory transaction, when the WME inserted or deleted matches at least one of the conditions of that production.
parallelism in pattern and variable matching operations of the RETE interpreter. Schreiner and Zimmermann 13) have reported a system which consists of a data-driven pipeline of special-purpose processing elements. They report rather high execution rates but the systems they simulate have a very small number of productions (around 10) which is not realistic. Perlin 12) has presented a mathematical framework for an incremental matching algorithm for determining the tuple instantiations of forward chaining production rules and it is claimed that the match operation can be performed in constant time provided sufficient number of processors are available. This formulation however relies substantially on the fact that the domains of all possible values for variables used in intercondition matching are known beforehand which is almost never possible.
w Processing the State of a Production
State processing is by far the dominant component in match. Naturally, there are a number of ways of how state processing can be implemented, each maintaining some intermediate information in some form or the other. For example, RETE 3) maintains only the individual condition element memories (a-memories) as WMEs are inserted or deleted until some WME matches the first condition element of the production. At this point, it starts joining them in a fixed sequence until no further joins are possible. Assuming R1 ..... Rc denote the a-memories of the conditions of a production with c conditions, the information kept by RETE for a production is:* R~ ..... Re, as the condition element memories (a-memories.) R~ | R2, R1 | R2 | R3, ..., R~ | R2 ... | Rj as the intermediate information, where either ] R~+I I = 0, hence no further joins can be performed, or j = c (/~-memories.)** As WMEs are inserted to or deleted from one of the Ri the intermediate information is updated, along with the affected condition element memories. On the other hand, the TREAT algorithm, 8/keeps no intermediate join information but only the Re. It recomputes the join whenever a new working memory element is inserted to one of the Rz and none of the others is empty. This gives TREAT the flexibility of dynamically ordering the intermediate joins so as to minimize the amount of intermediate computation. Figure 2 shows the state representations in TREAT and RETE for a production with c = 3 condition elements.
The state maintenance schemes of RETE and TREAT represent a rather conservative approach in that they try to reduce or minimize the total amount ~g It is assumed that all the condition elements are positive.
| denotes the join operation. For example, R~ | R2 contains all pairs of working memory elements the first of which is in R1 and the second in R2 and are mutually compatible with respect to any variable references between the first and second condition elements. Fig. 3 Motivation for the parallel algorithm.
of computation to update the state. This, of course, is very desirable when the interpreter is implemented on a uniprocessor. However, this need not be the case with parallel computation. Such a conservative approach creates substantial variances in the processing times for the productions affected each cycle, thereby reducing the available production level parallelism as depicted in Fig. 2 . Here for example productions ['as and Paaa (processed together in some cycle) take much longer than the other productions affected, effectively reducing production level parallelism. Figure 3 presents the main motivation behind the algorithm DYNAMIC-JOIN. The basic idea is to split production state processing into much smaller units (as depicted by the middle graph) and then process these units in parallel if possible (as depicted in the lower graph). The approach presented here distributes most of the computation that is required "suddenly", over to more than one cycle and over to many processors. The state representation is substantially different from those used in RETE or TREAT. This representation allows the state information to be divided into independently processable units thereby enabling the exploitation of a second level of finer grain parallelism in addition to production level parallelism. Another feature of this representation is that it allows the maximum amount of computation (some of it potentially redundant) to be done on the state of a production. So in this respect, in the spectrum of possible state maintenance schemes the algorithm to be presented is almost at one extreme (Match Box 12~ being more extreme) while TREAT is at the other (conservative) extreme with RETE and its variations explored by Gupta, 4/ in between.
w A New Representation for State of a Production
Given a production P, with c condition,* a actions P: C1C2...Cc AIA2...Aa, let Ri denote the set of WMEs that satisfy the constant tests of (7,.. A special working memory element, X-called the null WME-is assumed to satisfy all the condition elements of a production hence is in each R;. Also associated with each condition element C~ is a set of c -1 intercondition tests Tis (j = 1 ..... c, j =r i). For working memory elements 000)~ ~ Ri and cos ~ Rj, T~fi0)i, cos)= true, if the two WMEs are consistent with respect to the intercondition variable tests between condition elements i and j.** At this stage, a simple production will be presented and examples will be developed on the way to clarify some of the concepts. The example production has three condition elements, and intercondition tests as follows: 
(make typel "fl (x> "f2 (y>) (w2.bl =/= 0)3.b2) and and that b2 field value of the WME matching the second condition element--bound to variable <y)-should be equal to the bl field value of the WME matching the third condition element.
Suppose that at some point during execution the working memory contains the following WMEs:* W,: (typel l'fl I tf2 IZ) W2:(typel l'fl 2 tf2 14) W3:(type2 l'bl 12 1'b2 14) W4:(type2 l'bl 12 1'b2 12) Ws: (type2 1' b l 14 1' b2 34)
The sets R,-corresponding to the condition element memories would be: R, = {X, W,} R2 = R3 = {X, Wa, W4, W5}.
For example, Wl has a type field typel and its fl field has value 1 as required by the first condition of the example production.
The state of a production P, denoted by S(P) is a subset of the cartesian product R1 X R2 X ... X Rc and consists of a set of instance elements. An instance element is a c-tuple of slots:
The ith slot of the instance element consists of a tag ti and a WME (z)i where coi ~ Ri. Within each instance element, any two WMEs wi ~ Ri and co~ ~ R~-(either or both may be • are consistent with respect to To with the assumption that the null WME • satisfies all intercondition tests, that is T,u(co;, • = To-(• co j) = Tij(• X) = true. For example, the following are some of the instance elements that can be constructed for the example production with the state of the working memory as given above.
IEl: <(tn IEz: ((t21 lEa: <(t3, rE4" <(t41 IE~: <(ts, IE6:<(t61 lET: <(t71 W,) (t,2, W3) (t,3, Ws)) W,) (t22, W4) (t23, W3)) X) (taz, X) (t33, W4)) X) (t,~, W~) (t,~, X)> W,) (t~, X) (t~, W3> X) (t6z, W,) (t~3, X)> W,) (t~, X) (t~, X)> It can be seen that the definition for the instance elements above allows construction of instance elements that contain information that is redundant with respect to other instance elements. For example, in the set of instance elements above, IE5 captures the information that W, in slot 1 agrees with W5 in slot 3. However, * In the following discussions W will be used to denote a specific WME and o~ will be used to denote a generic element of a set of WMEs.
IEI contains the same information plus the information that W3 in slot 2 agrees with both W, and W5. Thus IEs is redundant. Similarly, the information in IE~ is contained in the instance element IE2. In order to formalize this notion of redundancy, the following relation between two instance elements of a production IF and IF' is defined. An instance element IE is covered by IF' (denoted as IE IE') if for all i: 1 < i _< c, either wl = w;. or coi = X. This is equivalent to saying that tE' contains the match information in IE. This relation is reflexive, antisymmetric and transitive and thus induces partial ordering on the set of instance elements. The instance elements that are not redundant are the maximal elements in this partial ordering.
The state of a production is defined to be the set of the instance elements that are not redundant. Thus in the example avove only IE,, IE2, lea and IE4 would make up the state. More formally, let
The state of a production, S(P), can then be defined as: Figure 4 presents a logical view of the state representation in terms of the intermediate state kept for production with 3 condition elements. A detailed example of how a state is formed and maintained, will be presented later in this paper to clarify some of the concepts above.
The Tags
A WME W matching condition element i of P (and hence in Ri) may be in the ith slot of one or more instance elements in S(P). When instance elements are manipulated after insertions and deletions to and from the working memory, some redundant information may be generated. It is possible to detect and eliminate some of this redundancy by using additional information in each instance element. The tags associated with the slots in an instance element serve this purpose.
One of the occurrences of W in a given slot position is marked as containing the master copy of that working memory element for that slot position. Other occurrences are tagged as containing either new or old copies depending on how and when the working memory element is inserted into that slot. Instance elements that accommodate W during the cycle it is inserted to the working memory get to use the tag new or master. On the other hand, when new instance elements are generated from existing ones, some of the slots from the generating instance element are copied to the newly generated instance element. The slots whose WMEs are copied, are tagged with the tag old. In the upcoming discussions, the following symbols will be used to denote the tags. (1) m: Indicates that the accompanying WME is master copy for this slot.
There can be only one instance element with an m tag associated with a given working memory element in a given slot position. (2) n: Indicates that the accompanying WME is a new copy for this slot.
There may be more than one instance element that has an n tag for a WME filling a given slot position. (3) o: Indicates that the accompanying WME is an old copy for this slot. This instance element was generated from another instance element and this slot's working memory element was copied from there. (4) x: Indicates that the accompanying WME is the null element.
Given IE = <(tl, W~) (tz, W~),,.(tc, We)> and M = {sl, sz ..... s~} c_ {1, ..., c}, denoting a subset of the slots in the instance element, the following are interesting combinations of tags that convey useful information: * The join relation can be abstracted as a collection tuples where each element of the tuple represents a WME (l) m --> 1 and tsl = t~ = .... t~m : o: This instance element was generated from another instance element and the WMEs corresponding to the slots in M were copied from there. Hence, there is some other instance element in the state with the same WMEs in these slots with at least one of the corresponding tags being n or m. (2) m : i and t~, = n: This indicates that there is some other instance element in the state that has the m tag in the slot s~.
In the state of a production, all the instance elements have at least one slot that has an m or n tag. Otherwise, if all slots in an instance element have o or x tags, then instance must have been copied from another one with exactly the same working memory elements in the slots with the o tags, hence the former instance element would be redundant. Also, if an instance element has only one slot full, then this slot should have the m tag, and there should not be any other instance element containing the same WME in the same slot position. The following may be the only outcomes of the matching Wn~w to an instance element:
(1) I Ml= 0: The new WME is not consistent with any of the non-null working memory elements in the slots of the instance element, or all slots other than the ith have null WMEs. No new match information can be derived from instance element. (2) [ M I = F: In this case, the ith slot of the instance element IE contains X, and all the intercondition tests evaluate to true. The update to the state consists of modifying this instance element to
.(tc, (Oc))
that is, the null WME in slot i is replaced with the new WME along with a n or m tag.
(3) 1 <_ I MI < F: This is the case where a new instance element may be generated. There are two subcases that may lead to this case:
(a) All the tested slots of the instance element agree with Wnew but a)i :/: X. This case is analogous to the case (2) If M satisfies any of the conditions presented at the end of Section 4.1, then clearly any new instance element that will be generated from this one will be redundant since the same information will be generated from some other instance element. In this case, no new instance element needs to be generated. Otherwise, a new instance element
IE'= ((t'~, w'~)...(t'~.-t, co'~_,) (t'~, co'~) (t'~+l, co'~+,)...(t'~, w'~))
is generated to be added to the state, where w~ = w~ and t~ = o for all j ~ M (copy all agreeing slots with tags set to old.) co;-= X and t;-= x for all j, j 4= i and j ~ M (put null working memory elements to slots corresponding to disagreeing or null slots in the original instance element.) w;. = W,~w and t;. = n or m (and insert the new WME to the ith slot.)
Updating an Instance Element after Deleting a Working Memory Element
Processing the effect of the deletion of a WME Wde~ on an instance element of a production is much easier since no intercondition variable consistency tests have to be performed. Basically, all the slots of the instance element that contain Wdel are modified so that now contain the null WME • The modified instance element may contain information that is now redundant. In this case, the instance element is deleted from the state.
w Parallel Algorithms for Maintaining the State of a Production
The condition element memories of a production (the sets Ri) change as WMEs matching its condition elements are inserted and deleted. In the state representation above, each instance element in state of a production has to be processed in response to any change to the condition element memories associated with the production. State processing involves two phases:
(1) processing the instance elements for matches to the WME inserted or deleted, (2) checking the instance elements for redundancy and eliminating any redundant instance elements
In the first phase individual instance elements can be processed independently in parallel provided sufficient number of processors are available. Thus a second level of parallelism in state processing can be exploited in addition to the production level parallelism exhibited by the production system.
In the second phase, some of the instance elements that are modified and/ or generated during first phase are eliminated if they are found to be redundant. It should be noted that any redundancy checks in this phase involves checking those instance elements against others, since their redundancy can not be detected by using tags only. Whenever some instance element is found to be redundant, any critical tag information in that instance element has to be transferred to the instance element that covers it. This guarantees that m and n tags in any instance element do not get lost.
The following discussions will present algorithms for parallel processing of the set of instance elements of a production. The model of parallel computation that will assumed for these parallel algorithms (shown in Fig. 5 ) has the following properties:
[0 The state of a production is assigned to be processed by k _> 1 processors. Each processor holds a subset of the instance elements. Ideally there would be only one in each processor.* Each processor has its own local memory and processors do not share memory. The processors receive working memory changes over a communication medium and also communicate with each other (during redundancy checking) using this medium.
Processing the State after an Insertion
When a WME is inserted to the working memory and matches one or more condition elements of a production, all the instance elements of that production have to be processed in order to determine what additional information should be added to the state. However in order to strictly maintain the non-redundancy constraint on the state, any redundant instance elements should be eliminated after processing the state for each condition element matching the WME. The reasons for enforcing the non-redundancy constraint is to prevent spurious growth in the state and in certain instances prevent the generation of incorrect information in the state of productions with negative condition elements.* When the state of a production is processed for an insertion after a working memory element matches one of the condition elements, there will be three sets of instance elements as shown in Fig. 6 . (1) instance elements that could accommodate the new WME and hence were modified, (2) instance elements that were generated from other instance elements that could not accommodate the new WME, and (3) instance elements that did not match the newly inserted working memory element.
If the state did not have any redundant instance elements prior to the insertion, it can be seen that none of the modified instance elements can be redundant after the insertion. The reason for this is that since these instance elements were not redundant before the insertion, modifying one of their empty slots with the new WME can not make them redundant. This implies that the redundant instance elements (if any) are among the set of generated instance elements, and they will be covered by either a modified instance element or by some other generated instance element.
The only issue that seems to require some form of communication in the instance element processing phase of state processing after an insert involves resolving which instance element in the state gets to use the master tag for the inserted working element in the matching condition element slot and this can be solved by a number of simple approaches, m Once the selection is over, all the processors start processing their subset of the instance elements in parallel. When all processors processing the instance * However, this constraint can he relaxed somewhat provide certain conditions are met. m elements are finished, the redundancy checking phase starts. In order to eliminate any such instance elements, the following sequence of operations take place:
(1) Starting with processor 0, processors with generated instance elements broadcast these to all the processors assigned to that production. (2) After an instance element is broadcast for redundancy checking, all the processors check in parallel to see if any of their modified or generated instance elements cover the broadcast instance element. If the instance element is covered, and it has the rn tag, then this tag is copied to the covering instance element. Otherwise, the processor with the smallest number of instance elements for that production, adds the broadcast instance element to its subset of the state. This tries to attain a balanced distribution of instance elements across the processors assigned to a production. (3) When all processors broadcast their potentially redundant instance elements, the redundancy check phase is over, and the processors either complete processing this production or proceed with the next condition element matching the inserted WME.
Processing the State after a Deletion
When a WME is deleted from the working memory, all the instance elements in the state of a production have to be processed in order to modify those that contain the deleted WME. Contrary to the case in insertion, the state has to be processed only once even if the WME had matched more than one condition element of the production. Again, processing the state consists of two phases: processing the instance elements for the deletion, and performing the redundancy check afterwards to eliminate any redundant information that could not be detected by the use of tags.
After the state is processed for a deletion, there will be two sets of instance elements:
(1) instance elements that were modified (had one or more slots replaced with X) during the delete, (2) instance elements that were not modified during the delete.
The only instance elements that may be potentially redundant after a delete are among the first set of instance elements.
As in the insert operation, the instance elements are assumed to be on k processors. Once the selection is over, all the processors start processing their subset of instance elements modify any instance elements that contain the delete WME in their slots.
w A Short Example
This section will present a short example to demonstrate the concepts presented above-a more complete examples can be found in author's thesis, u) The example will use the production presented earlier in Section 4. This WME matches both the second and the third condition elements. First the state is processed for the second condition element. In instance element IE~, W3 agrees with Wl in slot 1. Hence W3 fills up the empty second slot in this instance element modifying it to:
Proc # State 0 IEI: ~(m, Wl) (m, W3) (x, X))
Since there are no generated instance elements, there is no need for a redundancy check. Now the resulting state is processed for the match to the third condition element. In IE~, W~ in slot 1 agrees with W~ in slot 3, however W3 in slot 2 disagrees with W3 in slot 3 since the variable <y) can not be bound to the same value in both WMEs. In this case, a new instance element is generated with the information in the matching slot copied.
Proc # State Generated IES 0 IE,: <(m, W,) (m, Wa) (x, X)> <(o, Wl) (x, X) (m, Wa)> After redundancy check, the generated instance element is added to the state on processor 1. The state of the production is now The following sections present the architecture for a parallel processor for production systems that can be used to implement the parallel algorithm presented in the preceding sections followed by a high-level description of its operation. Subsequently, results from simulation experiments with the proposed algorithm and architecture will be provided.
w Structure of the Parallel Processor
The parallel processor is envisioned as back-end match engine (as depicted in Fig. 7 ) that implements the match part of the production system interpretation cycle. This engine is connected to a front-end system that is responsible for interfacing to the users, executing the act and conflict resolution functions in addition to controlling the parallel processor. The interface between the match engine and the front-end controller is a simple one: for every action that modifies the working memory, a command (insert or delete) is sent to the match engine along with the WME involved. The match engine responds by sending any changes to the contents of the conflict set. It is expected that the front end system will be a conventional processor that is fast enough to match the performance of the back end. The parallel algorithm presented earlier exploits two levels of parallelism: processing the state of the productions affected by a working memory chage, in parallel, and processing the instance elements in the state of each production in parallel. This necessitates a structure with a large number of processors--possibly in the range of 256 to 1024. However, contrary to other proposed highly-parallel architectures for production systems (e.g., DADO, TM NON-VON7~), instead of allocating dedicated processors to each production, the processors are to be multiplexed to the large number productions in the production system, since during each cycle the states of only a small number of productions need to be processed. The processors have their own memories, do not share any memory and operate in MIMD mode (see Ref. 11 ) for a detailed discussion on the requirements of the architecture). These considerations above necessitate a structure where groups of processors can be organized into groups of possibly different sizes and that the organization of these clusters can change from cycle to cycle depending on the productions that are being processed during the cycle. The communication network provides dedicated paths among the processors organized into a group. A very suitable structure that fits the requirements duscussed above is an array of K = 2 M processors at the leaves of a binary tree consisting of K --1 switches as depicted in Fig. 8 . The switches constitute the communication network that connects the processors to the front-end controller and to each other. This parallel processor structure is modular and extensible and can be implemented employing switches and processors built with the VLSI technology. Groups of processors (of certain selected sizes) can be created on this structure by allowing certain switches logically disconnect subtree underneath them from the rest of the tree. Each of these groups then have their own independent communication networks during redundancy checking. Furthermore the configuration and the number of the groups can be changed from cycle to cycle, though within the limits of the tree organization. The binary tree of the switches also provides a very suitable organization for providing certain functions during redundancy checking.
This parallel processor organization is substantially different from those of DADO TM and NON-VON, 7~ since processors are only at the leaves, and the internal nodes of the tree are used to implement a communication and reconfiguration network. Furthermore, in contrast to NON-VON in which processing elements are very simple pattern matching machines that operate with instructions received from a control unit, the processors in this organization have the complexity of a microprocessor and operate in MIMD mode.
The two levels of parallelism mentioned earlier can be mapped onto this structure as follows: Productions are assigned to be processed by a processors that comprise the leaves of a complete subtree of switches. A production P is assigned to be processed by k = 2 '~ processors that correspond to the leaves of 
(2 M-m --1). 2 m.
The following examples will clarify how the switches operate to implement reconfiguration of the processors. Suppose an example production system has 12 productions, the parallel processor has K = 16 processors, and the productions have processor requirements as shown in Table 1 . Figure 9 presents one way of assigning these productions to the processors. For example, if during a cycle, productions P I, P2, P3, P7 and PI0 are to be processed together, then it will be possible to do this without any processor having to process more than one production. In this case, the processors would be configured into an organization where five groups of processors would operate independently as depicted in Fig. 10 . The switches at the roots of the subtrees to which these productions are assigned would (logically) disconnect the subtrees from the rest of the tree so that the redundancy check phases of these productions can proceed concurrently using the independent communication paths established via the reconfiguration. If on the other hand P I, P2, P4, P5, PT, P l 2 have to be processed as a result of an action during a cycle, then processors 0 through 3 and 10 through 15 would sequentially process the state of two productions, while processors 8 and 9 would process the states of three productions.
w Operation of the Parallel Processor
At a very high level, the interface of the parallel processor to the front end controller is a simple one. The controller sends commands of the form
to insert or delete WMEs from the working memory, and the processors respond by sending messages to insert or delete production instantiations from the conflict set maintained by the front-end controller.
When the controller issues an insert command--INSERT(W)-the field values for the WME are broadcast to all the processors via the tree of switches. Each processor at the leaves of the tree perform the selection phase of the match cycle for the subset of the productions assigned to it. This selection phase within each processor can be implemented by very small versions of the discrimination network used in the uniprocessor RETE interpreter) > The selection process within each processor identifies a set of productions (along with their matching condition elements) whose states have to be processed by that processor. After the selection, the instance elements of those productions selected are processed as described earlier (see Ref. l l) for the details of the procedures). When a processor completes processing the states of the productions assigned to it, it sends a DONE signal to its parent switch. When a switch receives the DONE signal from both of its sons (processors or switches), it passes the signal to its parent switch. Finally when the topmost switch receives the signal from its sons, it passes the signal to the controller indicating that the match cycle has been completed. The operation for a delete operation is exactly the same. Figure 11 outlines the phases of a typical match cycle, Redundancy check stage follows the instance element processing during which the processors are reconfigured to form groups of differents sizes and each groups proceeds with its own redundancy check.
w Simulation of the Parallel Algorithm and Architecture
This section describes the results from a limited set of simulated executions of a number of production systems with the pal"ailel algorithm presented earlier in order to observe its behavior and to get a feeling of potential performance. These simulated executions have been implemented with a simulator that has been built on top of the Lisp-based RETE interpreter running on a VAX 11/780 (see Ref. 11 ) for a detailed discussion on various architectural and timing assumptions made).
The simulator was used with four production systems: XSEL, R1, MUD and EP-SOAR with 1303, 2153, 872 and 62 productions respectively. Traces from two application runs of XSEL and one run of the others were available. The first three systems are relatively large real application systems while EP-SOAR is a very prototype small system. However EP-SOAR has a number of characteristics that make it interesting for DYNAMIC-JOIN. On the average each production of EP-SOAR has 10 condition elements--2 to 3 times the number of condition elements of the other ones. With the exception of 8 productions (with 58, 47, 27, 20, 20, 16, 13, and 10 condition elements) the productions in EP-SOAR behave reasonably_ There are however a number of reasons why systems like EP-SOAR are not very suited for this parallel algorithm.
I Results from Simulations (1~ Distribution of average number of instance elements of productions
The behavior of the state of the production cart be characterized by the average number of instance elements that have to be processed during every cycle that the production is affected. Tables 2 and 3 productions (3.2% of the productions) needed to be split up while in Rl only 22 productions ( 1,0% of the productions) needed to be split up, In MUD, 40 productions that were sensitive to every change to the working memory were removed from the system. These were productions for tracing and debugging and their inclusion in the system would distort the statistics and increase simulation time unnecessarily. An additional 43 productions in MUD (4.9% of the productions) were split up. In EP-SOAR, 8 productions with very large number of condition elements (with 58, 47, 27, 20, 20, 16, 13, and 10 condition elements) were removed from the system, since they could not be handled even after splitting. A total of 16 productions (25% of the productions) with relatively large number condition elements (8 to 19) were split up. ** The average number of WMEs in the working memory during each cycle of the XSEL runs were 177 and 181, while the corresponding figures for the RI run were 243. The MUD run had on the average 235 WMEs, and EP-SOAR had on the average 180 WMEs. These numbers indicate that the working memory size during these runs is relatively small which may be one of the reasons for the distributions above, Selective productions will be satisfied with a very small subset of these working memory elements and thus their state will have a small number of instance elements. The set of figures presented in Table 4 provide information about the aggregate behavior of the production system as it is being interpreted with the DYNAMIC-JOIN.* The ratio of instance elements processed per cycle to processors used per cycle is an approximate measure of this utilization. For the systems considered, it is 0.82 and 0.84 for XSEL runs, 0.73 for R1 to 0.93 for EP-SOAR runs; that is on the average a small number of processors are essenIt should be noted that some of these nunbers are averages over productions and cycles. For instance, only one production may be responsible for half of the new instance elements generated during a cycle. It is very hard to present such information without voluminous per production statistics.
tially idle.
(33 Timing results
The time for a match cycle is the sum of the selection time and the state processing time. Since our algorithm is only concerned with the state processing part of the match cycle, the timing figures presented in Table 5 correspond to the average time the state processing phase of the match cycle takes on a simulated parallel execution of these systems with certain assumptions, n) To these numbers one would have to add the time for selection that takes place within each processor. These numbers are estimated to be around 42 microseconds for selection for XSEL and R1, 80 microseconds for MUD and 38 microseconds for EP-SOAR (see Ref. 11 ) for details of how this time is determined). Assuming these selection times, a match cycle would complete in about 140 microseconds for XSEL, in 205 microseconds for R1, in 153 microseconds for MUD, and 440 microseconds for EP-SOAR. These translate to ~7000 wme-actions/sec for XSEL, 4900 wme-actions/sec for R1, 6500 wme-actions/sec for MUD, and 2200 wme-actions/sec for EP-SOAR. They can be favorably compared with the 5 to 10 milliseconds--100 to 200 wme-actions/sec-for the VAX 11/780 BLISSbased interpreter. They represent an order of magnitude improvement over a VAX 11/780 even if we assume that the uniprocessor interpreter is highly optimized and can perform 500 to 1000 wme-actions/sec. Similarly they compare favorably to about 550 microseconds/wine-action reported for NON-VON 7) with 16K simple processing elements and to the estimated 5 milliseconds/ wine-action for 1023 processor DADO2 using TREAT. 14'8) In terms of overall complexity, the architecture proposed here is simpler than both DADO and NON-VON in the sense that only the leaves have processors, and for the production systems considered in this paper, DYNAMIC-JOIN requires less number of processors than both the 16K processor NON-VON and 1023 processor DADO and achieves a better (simulated) performance than both. On the other hand, on shared memory multiprocessors Gupta's parallel RETE algorithm achieves very good performance (11,250 wme-changes/sec with 64-processors 4~ but ~his Mgorithm relies o~ an associative hardware scheduler and performance is considerably lower with distributed software schedulers. In terms Run  315  284  390  239  401  348  426  346  101  163  73  402  130  292  1/5  710  64  55  4l  93  58  51  43  126  37  108  32  309  94  274  75  425 of complexity, such shared memory systems are definitely more complex as they have to provide non-trivial cache systems, and complicated memory-processor interconnections.
w Conclusions
We have presented a parallel production system interpretation algorithm called DYNAMIC-JOIN along with a parallel processor architecture that is at one extreme of the spectrum of possible ways of keeping production state. The main motivation was to have a state representation for productions that would allow the components of the state be processed in parallel. Although such a state representation is successful in dividing up the state into parallel processable units, it presents an additional difficulty since an inherently sequential phase of redundancy checking has to be considered. This somewhat hampers the performance improvements that can be obtained by using such a state representation. At the extreme for example, it can be seen that in the case of EP-SOAR where the average production has about 10 condition elements, the redundancy check time essentially dominates the predicted cycle time.
Although the set of runs considered is rather limited, the production systems considered are not toy systems, but are real large application systems. The most important result of this research is the observation that, contrary to initial intuitions, the states of the productions do not grow outrageously. In fact, such a behavior seems to be the exception rather than the rule. It is certainly possible to write production systems where most or all of the productions behave adversely. This algorithm would probably not he appropriate for these. It would also be inappropriate for production systems that maintain large working memories. The systems considered here had average working memory sizes in the few hundreds and this factor has certainly helped. The more important factor that has been helpful, is that in general productions are sensitive to very small subsets of the working memory, and the intercondition tests are restrictive enough to prevent the cross-products from growing large.
The predicted performance results discussed in the preceding section are better :han the results reported for other massively parallel architectures suggested for production systems and improvements in distributed redundancy checking would improve the performance of our machine significantly.
DYNAMIC-JOIN can also be adapted to a hypercube architecture (e.g., a low communication overhead system like the Intel iPSC/860).* The different (powers of 2) size subtrees in our architecture would map to cubes of similar dimension in a hypercube architecture. Different cubes could concurrently process the instance elements of the productions assigned to them.
There are a few comments that can be made about the negative parts of the proposed algorithm. It definitely is not suitable for production systems with * Suggested by one of the referees.
productions having large number of condition elements. There are three reasons for this: Large number of condition elements mean a correspondingly large number of intercondition tests which increase memory requirements for a productions. The large number of condition elements increase the time it takes to process an instance element of the state. The most important is the observation that productions with a large number of condition elements tend to generate a large number of instance elements and these have to be dealt during redundancy checking phase. Thus for example EP-SOAR is a production system that would not be suitable for this parallel algorithm. Although the states of productions in EP-SOAR do not grow very large (excepting the ones with the very large number of condition elements) a large number of instance elements are generated after every insert which are subsequently deleted during redundancy checking. An interesting question to ask is whether the proposed algorithm was able improve the production level parallelism by smoothing out the variances state processing time across productions processed in each cycle. The answer from these set of runs is a reserved yes. Table 6 from Ref. 11) presents the improvements in production level parallelism in the XSEL and R1 runs. It can be seen that in the case of XSEL there is about a three fold improvement in production level parallelism indicating that most the variances have been smoothed out. However, the same is not true for R1 since the redundancy check time for that run is significantly larger. On the other hand if only the instance element processing times are considered, it can be seen that there is dramatic increase in the production level parallelism. Any algorithmic and hardwarebased improvements for redundancy checking would substantially improve production level parallelism and the performance of the model presented in this paper.
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